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Pulsus Conferences hosted the event “World Congress on Fetal and 

Maternal Medicine” as a webinar on July 29, 2020. The conferences 

were organized with a focus on the theme “Fostering the Innovations 

in Fetal and Maternal Medicine” was a great success where eminent 

keynote speakers from various reputed companies and Universities 

made their resplendent presence and addressed the gathering. 

The event proceedings were carried out through several Scientific-

sessions and plenary lectures, Pulsus would like to express a sincere 

thankfulness to all the Honourable guests and Keynote Speakers of the 

webinar. We would like to convey a warm gratitude to all the 

Honourable guests and Keynote Speakers of Fetal medicine 2020. 

Pulsus conferences also took the privilege of felicitating Fetal 

Medicine 2020’s Organizing Committee, Keynote Speakers, Plenary 

Speakers, Chairs and Co-Chairs, Young Researchers and other 

attendees whose support made the conference a great success. 

We also would like to thank all our Speakers, Poster Presenters and 

Delegates for taking out your time and sharing their research work with 

our peer network. We are very glad to have shared a great relationship 

with all these Attendees, associations and we hope to see even greater 

support in our upcoming events. A series of lectures by distinguished 

professionals discussed the recent trends and issues in inter-

disciplinary fetal medicine and its technical advancements. 

With a great response and feedback which we received from 

participants and supporters from Fetal medicine 2020, we are proud to 

announce our upcoming conferences in the next Series 2nd World 

Congress on Fetal and Maternal medicine on March 20-21, 2021 in 

London, UK. 

With the great support we have successfully completed Fetal medicine 

2020 and we are expecting huge response and support of you all to 

have your gracious presence at Fetal medicine 2021 on March 08-09, 

2021 in London, UK to make this congress a great successful event of 

the year 2021. 
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